
Primary 6                           Plan 3 
 

1. Topic: Basic Lao Vocabulary (Cont.)              

2. Learning Outcomes 

 Able to use basic vocabulary from previous lessons in the question patterns 
presented. 

3. Lao Language: Here or attached 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Activities (what to do)  

 After a brief review of vocabulary to date, plus some additional new words, 
teacher presents key question words (nyang = what, yu-sai = where) and 
students experiment forming questions until accurate patterns are discovered 
and practiced. 

 

5. Resources/ Materials  

 Posters with question patterns  
 Vocabulary poster from previous lessons 

 

6. Methods of Assessment of Student Achievement of Learning Outcomes 

 Oral group work 
         - asking questions 
 Writing sentences /questions to each other and responding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Developed by Patrice Valere and Mark Gordon, 2003-2004. 

Vocabulary 
 
  See attached sheet 

Structure  
 

See attached sheet 

Other 
 
    See attached sheet 



Basic Question Patterns 

Primary 6 
 

 

 

WHAT? = nyang 

What is your name? 

What did you do? 

What did you buy? 

What did you eat? 

What did you write? 

What colour is your _________? 

Chao seu nyang? 

Shao het nyang? 

Chao seu nyang? 

Chao kin nyang? 

Chao khian nyang? 

_________ khong chao sii nyang? 

 

 

WHERE? = yu sai 

Where are you going? 

Where is the bathroom? 

Where is the restaurant? 

Where do you live? 

Where is your house? 

Chao pai sai? 

Hong nam yu sai? 

Haan a haan yu sai? 

Chao yu sai? 

Heuan chao yu sai? 

 

 



Basic Lao Vocabulary from Charades # 1 

1. Kin nam     drink water 

2. Hong nam     bathroom 

3. See meung               purple 

4. Baw                         no / not 

5. Sa bai dee                hello 

6. Maen                       right 

7. Kip                          money 

8. Gin kow                   eat meal 

9. Bik                           pen 

10. Maa                     come 

11. Nawn                   sleep 

12. Kien                     write 

13. See dam               black 

14. Sao                      girl 

15. Haan a haan         restaurant 

16. Dok mai               flower 

17. Kop chai               thank you 

 

 

 

 



        Basic Lao Vocabulary 

      List # 2 

 

Ka-pao             bag 

Poo-yai            adult 

Ngern              money 

See khao          white 

Phet                 spicy 

Yohn                airplane 

Keu gan            the same 

Lah-gone          goodbye 

Maa noi            puppy dog 

Pii                    ghost 

Pii baa              crazy 

Meed                knife 

Dtut                 cut 

Meed dtut         scissors 

Jawk                glass 

Nam oi             sugar cane juice 

Mawn               pillow 

Dtoht               fart 

 
 
 
 


